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1. Bold Deco motifs are found on 
much of the Progetto Tessuti line 
of indoor-outdoor fabrics from 
Dimore Milano, as seen on 
Matzinga Tabac (left) and Push 
It Four; thefutureperfect .com. 

2. Mitchell Gold+ Bob Williams 
takes cues from midcentury 
modern with the Coco sofa's 
splayed legs, available in brushed 
brass or polished stainless steel, 
$3,800; mgbwhome.com. 

3. Resting on a black-marble 
base, the copper shade of this 
Roche Bobois Queen table lamp 
creates a unique glow, $1,965; 
roche-bobois.com. 

4. The right angles of Charlotte 
Lancelot 's Canevas Geo wool felt 
rugs for Gan allow multiples to 
be pieced together like a puzzle, 
$3,580; gan-rugs.com. 

5. The Neo-Contour outdoor 
chaise is among Belgian 
Jean-Pierre Geelen's first designs 
for Sutherland. The carbon-fiber 
frame is also a first for the brand· 
sutherlandfurniture.com. ' 
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Seriously Sunny 
· l' he latest poolside fabrics have all the pattern and pizzazz of 
their indoor cousins. b) ' Melissa Feldrnan. Photograph by Max ime Poiblanc 
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1. Earth Maze_ in Dusk from Kendall Wilkinson Collection through Fabricut; fabricut .com 
in Fiesta by R1cha_rd Smith for No.9 Thompson; no9~hompson.com. 3. Route in Marina by s:;:hooi Party 
.com. 4. Falsena in Indigo by Pollack; pollackassoc1ates.com. 5. Platform in Horizon from th S elrn; strohel 
collection;_ sunbrella.com. 6. Wild Child in Goody Two-Shoes by Pe_rennlals Fabrics; perenniafsta~nbreua Pu;: 
7. Arcade 1n 005 Mandala by Maharam; maharam.com. 8. Campus in 005 Soleli Nocturne by Ded ~lcs.corn. 
The Hydra marble tray in medium is from Llalgre ($1,270, liaigre.com). ar, dedar,corn. 


